
INTRODUCTION 

Journeys 

As You Like It, like most of Shakespeare's comedies, presents a world apart: a 'forest' 
to which the principal characters are exiled from court or country estate. The action 
begins in an orchard and moves to the forest or, as it is sometimes designated in the 
text, a 'desert'. It ends with the main characters - with the exception of Jaques 
who claims to be heading for a monastic life - returning to court. Almost all of the 
action takes place in that shadow-world elsewhere, which, given that it is peopled 
with characters out of pastoral, may not satisfy romantic expectations of wilderness, 
and in which customary patterns of characterisation and plausibility do not obtain. 
In that world at the fringe of civilisation there is courtliness, hospitality, and cure, 
whereas in what we might have expected to be the serenity of Oliver's country estate 
we witness violence and seeming injustice. For the characters who have escaped from 
the court, the forest is a place imaginatively familiar and also a metonym for values, 
particularly those allied with nature; for those who live there, it has material associa
tions with property and with work.1 But, somehow, in that slightly anarchic - and very 
literary - realm of fancy, love blooms: not only, and as we should expect, between 
heroine and hero as atonement for persecution, but also between familiars (Orlando 
and Adam), between strangers (Oliver and Celia), between the scornful Phoebe and 
the poetical Silvius (eventually), and between the cynical Touchstone and the trusting 
Audrey (probably).2 In some ways As You Like It demands to be apprehended as 
something light and bright and sparkling, a play to breed laughter and delight. Its 
romantic assertions are displaced by a fool, enhanced by song, dance, and spectacle, 
and laced by the subversive irony and eloquence of Rosalind, who alternately delights 
in and then repudiates the games of love. For Orlando, the forest is a place in which 
he serves an apprenticeship in honour and explores the impulses and idiocies of 
love-prate. 

This good play of courtship arguably needs no prologue. However, as Ben Jonson 
remarked, comedy can be no laughing matter (see below, p. 41): the play interrogates 
matters of gender, rank, and the social order, and we might even - given the ways in 
which it brings some characters near death, eschews punishment in its resolution, is 
written in a mixture of styles, and is resolved in part by a god - want to consider 
aspects of it as pertaining not just to comedy but to tragi-comedy, a genre newly 

1 For the history of'soft' and 'hard' versions of primitivism see Erwin Panofsky, 'Et in Arcadia Ego: Poussin 
and the elegiac tradition', in Meaning in the Visual Arts, 1970, pp. 340-67; for the contrasts between city 
and country in Renaissance romance see Walter R. Davis, 'Masking in Arden: the histrionics of Lodge's 
Rosalynde\ SEL 5 (1965), 151-63. 

2 See Fiona Shaw in Carol Rutter et al., Clamorous Voices: Shakespeare's Women Today, 1988, pp. 97-
8. 
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i The jester Tom Skelton: see Eric Ives, 'Tom Skelton: a seventeenth-century jester', S.Sur. 13 (i960), 90-
105; for Touchstone's costume, see Wiles pp. 186-7 
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fashionable in the 1590s.1 Some modern directors have chosen to mark these depar
tures from the pursuit of happiness by using sombre stage settings or by demonstrat
ing that the play's humour depends upon its men and women having to play many 
parts that attend upon hierarchies of rank and gender. 

'Forest' in Elizabethan times was a legal term as well as being a topographical 
description or a site licensed for the sports of love: the word designated a domain 
preserved for the noble sport of hunting.2 Moreover, such forests were not necessarily 
expanses of woodland but could include pasture as well as sparsely inhabited tilled and 
unfilled terrain - England in Shakespeare's time was, in fact, not much more forested 
than it is now.3 In literature, however, woods and forests were ubiquitous, figuring not 
just as settings for romantic sentiment, for endurance, and to house glamorous bandits 
like Robin Hood, but as sites where contradictions of the primitive converged. Forests 
not only challenged economic and cultural expansion but kindled nostalgia for civili
sation's origins in a lost golden world.4 The 'forest' in As You Like It turns out to 
contain tracts that are both 'desert' and given over to husbandry: one meaning for the 
play's riddling title may have to do with the imagining of topography and landscape -
or even of'reality'. For some in the play, the forest enables the exploration of escapist 
fantasies and alternative gender roles within a world o f ' i f (see 5.4.84-8); for others, 
it is a place for the enduring of social inequalities and the briars of the 'working-day 
world' (1.3.9). 

The mixed economies of this poetic terrain make the text's images of nature 
immediately complex: the 'natural' has much more to do with contesting patterns of 
culture in Elizabethan England than with geographic difference or with the actualities 
of contemporary behaviour. Ideas of nature in the play define those ideological con
cepts of the natural which fixed identity and legitimated the social and political order 

1 'A tragi-comedy is not so called in respect of mirth and killing, but in respect it wants deaths, which is 
enough to make it no tragedy, yet brings some near it, which is enough to make it no comedy . . . so that 
a god is as lawful in this as in a tragedy, and mean people as in a comedy' (John Fletcher, Epistle to The 
Faithful Shepherdess (1608?), Fredson Bowers (éd.), The Dramatic Works in the Beaumont and Fletcher 
Canon, 1976,111, 497). Fletcher, like Jonson, was much influenced by Guarini's II Pastor Fido (1590) and 
Compendium of Tragicomic Poetry (1590 and 1593). Part of the latter is reprinted in Alan H. Gilbert (éd.), 
Literary Criticism: Plato to Dryden, 1962. Guarini also uses pastoral in his play and writes about it in the 
Compendium. For the effect on Jonson, Fletcher, and the later Shakespeare, see Arthur C. Kirsch, 
Jacobean Dramatic Perspectives, 1972. 

z 'A forest is certain territory of woody grounds and fruitful pastures, privileged for wild beasts and fowls 
of forest, chase, and warren, to rest and abide in, in the safe protection of the king, for his princely delight 
and pleasure' (John Man wood, A Treatise . . . of the Lams of the Forest (1598 edn), f.i); there is commen
tary upon this work in Richard Marienstras, Le Proche et le lointain, 1981, and in Robert Pogue Harrison, 
Forests: The Shadow of Civilisation, 1992, pp. 70-5. A. Stuart Daley notes that twelve out of the sixteen 
'forest' scenes in the play take place on a farm ('Where are the woods in As You Like ItV, SQ34 (1983), 
172-80). 

3 So Michael Drayton writing of Warwickshire: '. . . of our forests' kind the quality to tell, / We equally 
partake with woodland as with plain / Alike with hill and dale; and every day maintain / The sundry kinds 
of beasts upon our copious wastes / That men for profit breed, as well as those of chase' (Polyolbion, xm, 
34-8, in Drayton, iv, 276); compare Oliver Rackham, Trees and Woodlands in the British Landscape, 1996, 
pp. 76-86. 

+ See John Hale, 'The taming of Nature', The Civilization of Europe in the Renaissance, 1994, pp. 509-83; 
compare Aeneid, vm, 415-29; Metamorphoses, 1, 103-28; Harrison, Forests, passim. 



As You Like It M 
- the natural, when not associated with 'great creating Nature' (WT4.4.88), generally 
designates what one social or political group takes to be the normative or, antitheti
cally, the primitive and authentic.1 As well as generating fun for the audience as the 
characters overcome difficulties, social and psychological, the play raises questions of 
authenticity and value that turn upon encounters with the 'other'. Court impinges 
upon country, feminine encounters masculine, youth joins with age (old Adam). The 
elite mix with shepherds (Corin, Silvius, and Phoebe), with a rustic 'clown' and his 
lass (William and Audrey), and with a fool (Touchstone), to all of whom the designa
tion 'natural' might apply.2 Some, notably Celia and Rosalind, discover their 'other' 
selves: Aliéna means 'other', and 'Ganymede' was the name of Jupiter's male lover, 
associated since antiquity with homo-eroticism (see below, pp. 36-7). And, built in to 
the language of the play, is a series of oppositions: winter against spring, Nature 
against Fortune, pastoral fantasies against rural realities, Christian orthodoxy against 
classical humanism and the white magic of Rosalind (3.3.288-9, 5.2.47-9), oppositions 
that can be dissolved into paradox as when Rosalind exclaims, 'the wiser, the 
way warder' (4.1.129-30), or as when Touchstone is reported to lament, 'And so, from 
hour to hour, we ripe and ripe, / And then, from hour to hour, we rot and rot' (2.7.26-
7). From the outset, therefore, we realise that there can be no monolithic meaning in 
the text; we find rather a set of paradoxes and contradictions that can be turned into 
a multitude of coexistent interpretations. The first task for both directors and readers 
is to decide upon their forms for this 'forest', because the perspectives established 
upon these will, in part, create their particular webs of meaning for the play. 

Nineteenth-century productions of As You Like It represented a romanticised 
setting using the conventions of the realist stage,3 and certain screen versions have 
been shot on location: these demonstrate the difficulties of fixing the constitution of 
the forest, a place which is obviously neither normal nor 'real' but a place for disguise, 
charades, hunting pageants, and revelry. It is not possible to reproduce or even map 
the 'worlds' conceived for the non-illusionistic stages of the Elizabethan period: court 
and country estate, arable unenclosed 'champian' on the one hand and forest and 
enclosed pasture on the other, the material boundaries of farms and the symbolic 
boundaries of dukedoms, are all inscribed upon one another. The effect is that the 
court characters migrate not from one location to another, but from one mode of 
theatrical representation to another: the 'pastoral' mode of the 'forest' represents a 
condition - or state of mind - rather than a place. There Orlando can play the role of 
the Petrarchan lover and Rosalind, within the guise of a witty adolescent male, can 
explore roles that might be open to women. Space in the playhouse does not have to 
be configured to represent places named in the text: Elizabethan scenic devices were 
used as much to establish genre as location - the 'two mossy banks' found in the 
list of properties owned by the theatrical impresario Philip Henslowe presumably 
signalled to their audiences 'pastoral' rather than 'woodland', as did costumes and 

1 See 1.1.13, 4.3.119; see in this respect the account of Jonson's 'To Penshurst' in Raymond Williams, The 
Country and the City, 1973, pp. 27-34. 

2 See 1.2.41-3, 3.3.17 and OED Natural, sb 2. 
3 See Plate 9, p. 50. 
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2 'The Wheel of Life which is called Fortune', a block-print of about 1460 (British Library, i.e. 35); 
compare R. Klibansky, E. Panofsky, and F. Saxl, Saturn and Melancholy, 1964, plates 58 and 79. Figures 
depict the Seven Ages of Man (see 2.7.139-66) 
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properties such as the grey or white cloaks, sheep-hook, scrip (bag), and bottle that the 
attendant shepherds may have borne.1 

Because Shakespeare's texts were not written for playhouses that attempted scenic 
verisimilitude, it has proved difficult for his poetic topographies to be translated into 
modern theatrical landscapes for audiences who are likely to relish spectacle and who 
often still expect elements of realism to compose that spectacle - as Jonathan Miller 
remarked, 'It is invariably true that nature looks atrocious on stage.'2 If a modern 
director decides to represent the forest in As You Like It by the use of trees, these had 
best be stylised to signal the artificiality of the setting. In those modern productions 
that do eschew theatrical realism it is common for audiences to collude delightedly 
with a Rosalind who, appearing on a stage with not a leaf in sight, proclaims, 'Well, 
this is the Forest of Arden' (2.4.n).3 Moreover, with its allegiances to Utopias and 
lost golden ages of innocence and justice, pastoral occupies not just a special place but 
a special time, what Mikhail Bakhtin termed a 'chronotope'.4 Time in this forest 
without a clock, where 'some kind of social space replaces a physical landscape',5 is a 
measure for play rather than for work, and delineates time as it is imagined and 
remembered rather than as it is calibrated in a regulated society. Yet if the theatrical 
location was geographically alien, Elizabethan players appropriated the narrative from 
its mythical past by using the costumes of the present - gentlemen, it is reported, 
donated costumes to their servants who then sold them to the players.6 This meant 
that the action was not historically remote, and that witty interplay between the 
imaginative and the real allowed for both topical reference and the re-definition of 
social and cultural issues.7 

The codes of theatrical representation are complicated by problems of reading and 
naming: should we designate the forest 'Arden' or 'Ardennes'? 'Arden' is a name that 

1 Henslowe, p. 320; Henslowe lists 'two white shepherds' coats' (p. 317); for the grey cloaks see the Epistle 
to Fletcher's The Faithful Shepherdess, p. 497; for the staff and bottle, see Orlando Furioso, 561, in Greene, 
xm, 141. 

2 Jonathan Miller, Subsequent Performances, 1986, p. 82; for Giambattista Vico's notion of 'poetic geogra
phy', see John Gillies, Shakespeare and the Geography of Difference, 1994, pp. 4-7. 'Ancient Britain' has 
always been a problem for modern directors of King Lear, a play which uncannily remembers aspects of 
As You Like It: see Helen Gardner, 'As You Like It\ More Talking of Shakespeare, ed. J. Garrett, 1959, 
pp. 17-32. 

3 Werner Habicht, 'Tree properties and tree scenes in Elizabethan theater', Ren. Drama n.s. 4 (1971), 69-
92; in 1985 Bob Crowley at Stratford-upon-Avon successfully made Arden a looking-glass world by the 
use of mirrors, through one of which Jaques stepped back at the end of the play. 

4 Arden is equivalent to the first kind of chronotope in ancient novels, 'adventure time': see M. M. Bakhtin, 
The Dialogic Imagination, trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist, 1981, pp. 86-110; see also Bart 
Westerweel, 'The dialogic imagination: the European discovery of time and Shakespeare's mature com
edies', in Jean R. Brink and William F. Gentrup (eds.), Renaissance Culture, 1993, pp. 54-74; David 
Landes, Revolution in Time: Clocks and the Making of the Modern World, 1984; Maurice Hunt, ''Kairos and 
the ripeness of time in As You Like It\ Modern Language Quarterly 52 (1991), 113-35. 

5 Katerina Clark and Michael Holquist, Mikhail Bakhtin, 1984, p. 282. 
6 Hattaway, p. 86. 
7 Juliet Dusinberre, 'As who liked it?', S.Sur. 46 (1994), 9-22, argues subtly that the play's 'fictions of 

sexuality . . . draw some of their vitality from the complex relationship between [Sir John] Harington and 
the Queen'; she also cites older authorities who directly linked Jaques with Harington (p. 12 n. 19); for the 
possibility that Jaques is based on John Marston, see The Poems of John Marston, ed. Arnold Davenport, 
1961, p. 27. 
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not only signifies a 'real' local habitation in Shakespeare's Warwickshire but alludes to 
the topos of the 'greenwood' that was venerated in idylls and in ballads and romanti
cised settings for Robin Hood and his outlaws,1 echoes of which sound throughout the 
text. The Forest of the Ardennes is a location with a geographical identity on the 
border between modern France and Belgium, but was similarly mythologised in prose 
romance: 'Nowe our Marriners Pilgrimes . . . discouered Calleis [Calais], where 
hauing taken land, they determined to finishe the voyage on Horsebacke . . . Thus the 
Princes . . . approched the Countrey of Arden [sic] . . . and there . . . they founde the 
famous fountaynes, whiche will they, nill they, inuite the passengers to drinke, 
engendryng in them the one loue, and the other hate.'2 Oliver says of Orlando, 'it is the 
stubbornest young fellow of France' (1.1.111-12), and Robin Hood is referred to as 
'the old Robin Hood of England' (1.1.93-4): these would suggest a setting in France.3 

However, accommodating as it does lions and olive-trees, Arden possesses the conven
tional attributes of the locus amœnus of classical Arcadias and the exotic worlds of 
Renaissance romance. This latter milieu is the kind of romance forest (also nominally 
in France) that we find in the play's source, Thomas Lodge's prose romance Rosalind 
(1590), as well as being the kind of location evoked in the anonymous play Thomas of 
Woodstock (1592). In that text's 'anticke' or masque the goddess Cynthia arrives and 
proclaims: 

From the cleere orbe of our Etheryall Sphere 

Bright Cinthia comes to hunt & revell heere. 

The groves of Callidon and Arden woods 

Of untamd monsters, wild & savadge heards, 

We & our knights have freed4 

1 See, for example, 'Robin Hood and Guy of Gisborne' in Thomas Percy (éd.), Percy's Reliques of Ancient 
English Poetry, 2 vols., Everyman, n.d. 1, 115-24; Polyolbion, xxvi, 286-359, in Drayton, IV, 528-30. 

1 Henry Wotton, A Courtly Controversy of Cupid's Cautels [Tricks] (1578), p. 224. 
3 If we decide that 'Arden' is English, then it is the only comedy - apart from Wiv. - 'set' in England. Joseph 

Hunter insists upon a French setting (New Illustrations of Shakespeare, 2 vols., 1845,1, 332, and a similar 
case is argued by Stanley Wells, Re-Editing Shakespeare for the Modern Reader, 1984, pp. 28-30). How
ever, 'Shakespeare meant to take his forest out of the region of the literal when he assigned to it a palm-
tree and a lioness' (Furness, p. 17). He also often uses 'Monsieur' in place of'Master', especially for Le 
Beau and Jaques. In Harington's translation of Ariosto's Orlando Furioso there are two magical fountains 
of love and hate in 'Ardenna' (i.78); Spenser refers to 'that same water of Ardenne, / The which Rinaldo 
drunck in happie howre' (FQ, 4.3.45), and to 'famous Ardeyn' in 'AstropheP (line 96), his lament for Sir 
Philip Sidney published in Colin Clout's Come Home Again (1595). A couplet in a poem attributed to 
Michael Drayton, 'DowsabelP, would indicate that Arden and 'Ardenne' were pronounced identically: 
'Farre in the countrey of Arden / There won'd a knight, hight Cassamen' (Percy's Reliques, I, 261); A. 
Stuart Daley, 'Observations on the natural settings and flora of the Ardens of Lodge and Shakespeare', 
ELN 22.3 (1985), 20-9, notes that in Henry Roberts' Haigh for Devonshire (1600) there is a forest of 
'Arden' to the north-east of Bordeaux in Périgord. In the text of A Y LI the word occurs only once in a 
verse line (1.3.97) Dut> unfortunately, in a passage of very free rhythm where scansion does not provide 
evidence for stress. At 2.4.12 Touchstone's pun suggests the word was stressed on the second syllable. A 
succinct argument for reading 'Arden' is given by Fiona Carlyon: 'In political terms . . . this play was 
promoting the conception that a foreign court was full of injustice and cruelty, where love or desire could 
not flourish, whilst England, as represented by the forest of Arden, was where injustices were righted, love 
and desire were fulfilled' ('The significance of homosexuality in Christopher Marlowe's Edward IF, 
unpublished MA dissertation, University of York, 1997, p. 15). 

4 4.2.2096-100, reprinted in Bullough, in, 483; see also Curtius, pp. 183 ff. 
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In Spenser's pastoral works, there is often an exotic setting peopled with characters 
with 'English' names. 

It could also be that Shakespeare was thinking etymologically in that contemporar
ies associated the word 'Arden' with generic or mythological labels for woodland. The 
Warwickshire Arden is celebrated in Drayton's Polyolbion, xm, but the author notes 
that 'the relics of [Arden] in Dene of Monmouthshire and that Arduenna or La Forest 
d'Ardenne by Henault and Luxembourg shows likelihood of interpretation of the yet 
used English name of woodland'.1 This is partly reinforced by a meaning offered by 
OED for the component of many English and Scottish place names, 'dean' or 'dene': 
'now, usually, the deep, narrow, and wooded vale of a rivulet'.2 William Camden 
writes of Warwickshire being divided into the 'Feldon [champian or open ground] and 
the Woodland', and of the latter says 'it is at this day called Woodland, so also it was 
in old time known by a more ancient name Arden: but of the selfsame sense and 
signification . . . For it seemeth that Arden among the ancient Britons and Gauls 
signified a wood, considering that we see a very great wood in France named Arden 
[sic]\3 Since the inset world of As You Like It is, like Sir Thomas More's Utopia, a 'no 
place' - the literal meaning of 'utopia' - it seems likely that Shakespeare wittily linked 
both English and French references to this quasi-allegorical place and, riddlingly, gave 
us a Jaques as well as a Jacques, an Oliver Martext as well as an Oliver de Boys. 
Shakespeare's Arden is both an Arcadian sylvan landscape and a location for working 
arable and pastoral farms, a place for Hymen, the classical god of wedding, and for 
'English' rustics like Audrey and William, as well as the hedge-priest Sir Oliver 
Martext, who is there to remind the audience obliquely of the forms of Christian 
marriage. Lyly's pastoral drama Gallathea (1585) contains a similar mix of characters 
from Virgilian pastoral and the 'English countryside'. A Midsummer Night's Dream and 
Much Ado About Nothing name Greece and Sicily for their settings while nevertheless 
containing English 'mechanicals' and cultural allusions. The setting of The Tempest is 
both in the New World (Bermuda) and on some anonymous Mediterranean island. 
Shakespeare (or his compositors) printed 'Arden', but whenever we encounter the 
word we must remember that this is an imaginary location, as 'French' as it is 
'English', as fantastic as it is familiar. 

Plays within the play 

The dukedom in As You Like It, like those in The Comedy of Errors, A Midsummer 
Night's Dream, and Measure for Measure, licenses a space for revelry and pastime 
where, distinctively, the power of dukes is set apart from an emotional life which, as 
G. K. Hunter remarks, 'the dukes are unable to engage with because they see it only 
from the standpoint of public control'.4 In As You Like It not only does this narrative 

1 Works, iv, 286. 
1 OED Dean2 b. 
3 William Camden, Britain, trans. Philemon Holland (1610), pp. 562, 565. The equivalent passage is on 

pp. 316—17 of the first edition (William Camden, Britannia sive . . . Chorographica Descriptio (1586)). 
4 English Drama 1586-1642: The Age of Shakespeare, 1997, p. 317. 
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3 Hvmen, who is crowned with flowers and who carries a torch and a marriage veil, from Vincenzo Cartari, 
Le Imagini dei Dei degli Antichi (1580), p. 189 
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4 John de Critz (attributed), Lucy Harrington Countess of Bedford attired for Ben Jonson's masque 
Hymenaei (1606); see W. Friedlander, 'Hymenaea', De Ambus Opuscula 40 (1961), 153-6 
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pattern create a political frame that sets ethical systems against status systems, but, 
given the nature of the play's resolution, it suggests that much that is worked out in the 
forest is provisional. Likewise, more than in those other comedies, many of the inset 
episodes are metatheatrical, set-piece performances before on-stage audiences. These 
include the wrestling at the court of Duke Frederick (1.2), the elegy of Jaques and the 
sobbing deer enacted before the forest court (2.1), Jaques' speech upon the ages of man 
(2.7), the 'pageant' of Silvius and Phoebe watched by Rosalind and Celia (3.6), the 
wooing by Orlando of 'Ganymede' with Celia as spectator (4.1), Oliver's tale of his 
rescue from the lioness by Orlando (4.3), and the song by the pages before Touchstone 
and Audrey (5.3).1 In the last scene alone, in Touchstone's speech about the lie, we 
hear him satirise, before all the forest court, masculine honour codes; we witness 
the mass ceremony of four betrothals solemnised by Hymen; and, finally, we hear the 
narrative of Duke Frederick's conversion delivered by Jacques de Boys. The sequence 
is rounded off by Rosalind's epilogue which reminds the audience that, just as the 
actors have done, they have themselves played many parts. In some ways these rituals 
and revelries constitute 'a kind of borderland between everyday life and the stage';2 in 
others they generate what René Girard calls 'mimetic desire' - 'The sight of lovers 
feedeth those in love' (3.5.4s).3 They remind us yet further of the processes of fiction-
making that the play enacts. And yet we live by these very fictions - of authenticity, of 
innocence, of desire, of gender, and of ending and resolution. The inset narratives 
serve as figures of the larger narrative, and many are stories of travesty or, sometimes, 
reversal or change. By virtue of being framed within the action they remind us, by 
their fictitiousness, that this motif of transformation, so prevalent in earlier comedies 
like A Midsummer Night's Dream, needs to be considered anew in relation to the action 
of As You Like It in its completeness. After this play has ended, Jaques will remain 
Jaques; William, Audrey, and probably Touchstone will remain untransfigured and 
untouched by Fortune - 'strange beasts' as Jaques calls them (5.4.36). The lovers, on 
the other hand, ought to have purged the inconstancies and 'supposes' of 'moonish 
youth' (33338) and become authors of themselves. For them, transformation has 
modulated into a new concept of voluntary conversion (see below, p. 43). However, 
these main characters have bound themselves within an artful and possibly unstable 
contract that is defined by the multiplicity of 'if's that stud the play's conclusion - 'If 
truth holds true contents' (5.4.114) as Hymen sums it up. 

Theatrical genres 

The play's central story of the wooing of Orlando and Rosalind, a tale in which, in the 
manner of classical New Comedy, love and virtue overcome adversity and oppression, 
is of the slightest: the heroine and hero experience love at first sight as she watches 
him prove his manhood in a kind of trial by combat with the champion of a wicked 

1 Hanna Scolnicov, ' "Here is the place appointed for the wrestling" ', in François Laroque (éd.), The Show 
Within, 2 vols., 1992,11, 141-53; for Celia's crucial role in 4.1, see Rutter et al, Clamorous Voices, pp. 115— 
16. 

2 Leo Salingar, Shakespeare and the Traditions of Comedy, 1974, p. 9. 
3 A Theater of Envy: William Shakespeare, 1991, chap. 11. 
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duke.1 The play's simplicity of plot, made even more spare by the pruning of the 
intrigue that generally characterises this genre, is one cause of the delight that it may 
engender, although Rosalind's wit and the games the lovers play with gender roles 
make it, in the words of a contemporary actor, a 'dangerous' play.2 In New Comedy 
the usual pattern is for an eloquent hero with the help of a witty slave to win his loved 
one from the guardianship of a 'humorous' or hypocritical order: here, it could be 
argued, an ironic woman and her best friend usurp this customary masculine role, and 
here it is the 'hero', Orlando, who has to be purged of a sentimental romantic humour. 
The text also announces its kinship to an 'old tale' (1.2.94), drawing not only upon 
comedy and tragi-comedy but upon folktale and romance:3 there are three sons (the 
youngest being the most virtuous),4 a mixture of the quotidian and the foreign, 
brushes with death, hints of magic, and miraculous deliverances. (Perhaps the unequal 
bequest of Sir Roland was a variation upon the folk-motif of a father giving an 
equal amount of money to his sons as a test: Orlando must prove himself, as he does 
by wrestling a champion and slaying a lion.)5 There may be residues of the often 
misogynist jigs that ended performances of Elizabethan plays.6 Elements of its plot are 
variations upon romance chronicles exemplified by a play of about 1570, Syr Clyomon 
and Clamydes (attributed to Thomas Preston), as well as upon what G. K. Hunter calls 
'romantic adventure plays'. At the time that As You Like It was being written such 
plays (which, unlike Shakespeare's text, tended to exclude romantic love) comprised 
the stock-in-trade of Henslowe's Admiral's Men, rivals to Shakespeare's company -
this could be another explanation for its title. These tend to be 

stories of enforced adventure imposed on virtuous noblemen . . . forced into exile by unscrupu
lous families. They lose their social status and are separated from their families; they are obliged 
to live with boors, devious foreigners, and cynical (though loyal) clowns; but they bear all this 
with Christian cheerfulness, and eventually change of circumstances uncovers the plot against 
them; the hero can then recover (usually by military means) the status he lost. The king or other 
ruler, who has been misled by villains, now confirms . . . the return of justice to the deserving 
individual.7 

Although this synopsis may outline the action of the play, it does not match its plot. 
Most of the turning-points of the story are narrated rather than enacted - as though 
Shakespeare was seeking to strip bare and make strange the conventions of the genres 

1 For New Comedy, see Salingar, Shakespeare and the Traditions of Comedy, passim. 
2 Juliet Stevenson, quoted in Rutter et al., Clamorous Voices, p. 97; for Sidney on delight, see Sir Philip 

Sidney, An Apology for Poetry, ed. G. Shepherd, 1973, p. 137. 
3 For ancient romances, see Bakhtin, Dialogic Imagination, pp. 86-110. 
4 This is mirrored by three sons of the franklin in Lodge {Rosalind, p. 170); for Ben Jonson's disdain for 

romance, 'All the mad Rolands, and sweet Olivers' see his Underwood, 'Execration upon Vulcan', 79 
(Poems, ed. Ian Donaldson, 1975, p. 196); for an actor's account of playing Orlando in a production by 
Terry Hands that dealt with the play as a fairy-tale, see John Bowe, 'Orlando', in Philip Brockbank (ed.), 
Players of Shakespeare, 1985, pp. 67-76. 

5 Relevant analogies can be found in Stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk-Literature, 6 vols., 1955-8, 
H331.6, H501.3, and H1161.3. 

6 Mary Thomas Crane, 'Linguistic change, theatrical practice, and the ideologies of status in As You Like 
It\ ELR 27 (1997), 361-92. 

7 Hunter, English Drama, pp. 364-71 at 364. 
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he had adopted. Moreover, the setting makes it a pastoral (see below, pp. 17-21) and, 
like many pastoral poems, Shakespeare's pastoral comedy is lacking in event or action. 
Apart from the set-pieces of the wrestling, the song (and dance?) after the killing of 
the deer (4.2), and the masque and dance at the end of the play, it is mainly a play 
of talk and song, a feast of language that, in some of its registers, looks back to the 
comedies written in prose for the Elizabethan court by John Lyly from about 1583 for 
Oxford's Boys and revived at about the time of As You Like It by the Children of the 
Chapel and the Children of Paul's.1 (Prose in these contexts is certainly no index of 
the 'real' or the natural.) If, as it might have been, As You Like It was written for the 
opening of the Globe,2 Shakespeare was perhaps deliberately conjuring for his audi
ence not only the stories of romantic adventure popular in public playhouses but the 
linguistic styles of court theatre. In Lylyan drama, as in the play's source, Lodge's 
Rosalind (the subtitle of which, Euphues ' Golden Legacy, pays homage to Lyly's prose 
romance of that name), talk serves not merely to express turmoils of feeling but, as in 
Lyly's plays, to analyse and re-define themes of desire and romance. An apposite 
example of this technique is to be found in Gallathea (1588). Gallathea and Phyllida 
greet each other: they are both daughters of shepherds and both had been disguised 
as boys by their fathers so that they might not be sacrificed to a monster in order to 
appease the wrath of Neptune. At their first encounter they had become enamoured of 
one another: 

PHYLLIDA . . . I say it is pity you are not a woman. 
GALLATHEA I would not wish to be a woman, unless it were because thou art a man. 
PHYLLIDA Nay, I do not wish thee to be a woman, for then I should not love thee, for I 

have sworn never to love a woman. 
GALLATHEA A strange humour in so pretty a youth, and according to mine, for myself 

will never love a woman. 
PHYLLIDA It were a shame, if a maiden should be a suitor (a thing hated in that sex), that 

thou shouldst deny to be her servant. 
GALLATHEA If it be a shame in me, it can be no commendation in you, for yourself is of 

that mind. 
PHYLLIDA Suppose I were a virgin (I blush in supposing myself one), and that under the 

habit of a boy were the person of a maid: if I should utter my affection with sighs, 
manifest my sweet love by my salt tears, and prove my loyalty unspotted and my 
griefs intolerable, would not then that fair face pity this true heart? 

GALLATHEA Admit that I were as you would have me suppose that you are, and that I 
should with entreaties, prayers, oaths, bribes, and whatever can be invented in love, 
desire your favour, would you not yield? 

PHYLLIDA Tush, you come in with 'admit'. 
GALLATHEA And you with 'suppose'.3 

1 Lyly's pastoral comedy Love's Metamorphosis, originally performed by Paul's Boys in 1590, was revived by 
the Blackfriars Boys in 1600 (see Andrew Gurr, The Shakespearian Playing Companies, 1996, pp. 229 and 
341); the anonymous pastoral comedy, The Maid's Metamorphosis (written in heroic couplets by Lyly or 
Day?) which, like Love's Metamorphosis, contains a breeches part, was performed by Paul's Boys in about 
1600 (see below, p. 37 n. 4). 

2 See Date and Occasion, p. 63. 
3 John Lyly, Gallathea, 3.2.6-28 in 'Gallathea' and 'Midas', ed. Anne Begor Lancashire, 1970. 
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The situation matches the falling in love of Phoebe with 'Ganymede' as well as 
the game of supposes between Orlando and Rosalind, and the matter resembles the 
set-piece anatomies of love that stud the play. On occasion Shakespeare imitates the 
particulars of Lyly's euphuistic style, its parallel and correspondent clauses and bal
anced antitheses.1 The play also looks forward to the modes of Restoration comedy 
where epilogues were often spoken by women and where theatrical speech provided a 
licensed mode for independent women and young men to escape from the tyranny of 
fathers (see below, p. 32).2 Shakespeare plays both within and with these generic 
conventions, now granting them credit, now exposing their excess, so encouraging the 
audience to attend to the tones of wit and fancy. Between the larger tableau scenes 
there is a series of fillers: the courtship of Touchstone and Audrey, the putting down 
of Sir Oliver by Jaques, the bringing home of the deer-slayer, and the 'two unex
plained Pages whose pertness sets off the sweetness of their song. In all this there is an 
undertone of parody, as if Shakespeare were well aware that the filler scene was a hoary 
theatrical device.'3 Players are therefore called upon to use not only representational 
but presentational skills - the skills of ironic delivery, elocution, singing, and dance. 
Because the story and situations are so familiar, players will kindle for their spectators 
not just those emotional responses we expect from surprising turns of plot but varie
ties of knowingness - ranging from the enjoyment of feats of seeming improvisation to 
reflection upon the way that sports of love in the forest will change in style when their 
players return to court. Celia and Rosalind return from their forest exile to a court 
which may have been purged of its iniquities but not of its gendered inequalities. 
Before that happens we are prepared to accept, as nodal points in the action, those 
occasions when characters turn without motive or reason against others - Oliver's 
abomination of Orlando, Duke Frederick's sudden hatred of Rosalind, and subse
quently, equally unexpected, his conversion from his old self- and then attend to the 
rhetorical consequences of these moments. 

From other aspects As You Like It is a 'humour' play where the plot consists of sets 
of conversational encounters between stock 'characters', sometimes deployed for the 
purposes of satire: Ben Jonson's satirical comedy Every Man in his Humour, which had 
been performed by the Chamberlain's Men in 1598, is a play that exposes, among 
other follies, fashionable melancholy of the kind affected by Jaques.4 The play was 
contemporary with a flurry of publication that invoked a notorious act of censorship in 
June 1599 by the Archbishop of Canterbury, John Whitgift, who prohibited further 
printing of certain named satires in verse and prose (those that had been printed were 
to be burnt), and ordered in particular that no history plays be printed unless they had 

1 Examples of Lodge's euphuism in Rosalind are given in Appendix 1, pp. 204-17; for Lyly's style, see Peter 
Saccio, The Court Comedies of John Lyly, 1969, pp. 40—51; and for an account of how the play's 'feast of 
rural antitheses' might be approached by actors, see John Barton, Playing Shakespeare, 1984, pp. 72-3. 

2 For epilogues, see Elizabeth Howe, The First English Actresses: Women and Drama, 1660-1700, 1992, pp. 
93-4. The unadapted text of A Y LI was performed for the first time after 1642 only in 1740-1 (see Stage 
History, p. 46), which may indicate something about the power of Restoration patriarchy. 

3 M. M. Mahood, Bit Parts in Shakespeare's Plays, 1992, p. 28. 
4 In The Sad Shepherd (1637?) Jonson returns to the theme in a more sympathetic mode, setting his tale in 

a world of Robin Hood and the greenwood. 
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been allowed by the Privy Council, and that other plays be permitted only 'by such as 
have authority'.1 In the public and private (boys') playhouses Jonson and Marston 
were competing with parodie and satirical plays that seem designed to appeal to the 
particular tastes and prejudices of young adult males, particularly the students of 
the Inns of Court.2 Shakespeare, perhaps in response to these new modes, added to the 
characters that people Lodge's romance narrative not only comic types like the hedge-
priest Sir Oliver Martext and the bucolic innocents William and Audrey, but two 
satirical agents, Touchstone and Jaques, who serve as both embodiments of affectation 
and castigators of folly and vice in others.3 Jaques' melancholy - which was signified 
by his dressing in black and was associated with the stock figure of the traveller as well 
as with the melancholy madness of Homer's Ajax4 - contrasts with Silvius' love-sick 
melancholy, and is disconcerting. Although he professes that 'motley's the only wear' 
(2.7.34), instead of the fool's bauble he seems to be addicted to the scourge of the 
satirist, applying it not only to city pride (2.7.70-87) but to the innocent follies of love, 
as well as improvising, in the 'Ducdame' sequence (2.5.41-51) for example, against the 
exiled noblemen with a degree of sardonicism that borders on the misanthropic. He 
luxuriates in death and its coming - we might not expect Death to stalk in Arcadia5 -
and, supposedly a reformed libertine, seems to be stalking the forest on some kind of 
undisclosed sexual quest - a 'philosopher in search of sensations' as Oscar Wilde called 
him.6 In fact melancholy was not just a picturesque literary topic or psychological 

1 See 1.2.70-1 n. and Richard A. McCabe, 'Elizabethan satire and the bishops' ban of 1599', Yearbook of 
English Studies 11 (1981), 188-94; the ban may have prevented early publication of AY LI: see Textual 
Analysis, p. 199. 

2 Hunter, English Drama, pp. 282-300. Dialogues between Rosalind and Celia and Rosalind and Orlando 
contain, as the Commentary to this edition reveals, a remarkable amount of salaciousness; compare Lynda 
E. Boose, 'The 1599 bishops' ban, Elizabethan pornography, and the sexualization of the Jacobean stage', 
in Richard Burt and John Michael Archer (eds.), Enclosure Acts: Sexuality, Property, and Culture in Early 
Modern England, 1994, pp. 185-200. 

3 Spenser's Fifth (May) Eclogue in The Shepheardes Calender (1579) and his complaint Prosopopoeia or 
Mother Hubberds Tale (1591) had lampooned unlettered Elizabethan clergy and dumb-dog priests like Sir 
Oliver. Touchstone is generally described in the text as a fool (although named in the speech prefixes as 
'Clown'), and there is no reason but to believe that he would have worn the conventional costume 
described by a contemporary: 'before I went out of Rome, I was again taken by the English College and 
put there into the holy house three days, with a fool's coat on my back, half blue, half yellow, and a 
cockscomb with three bells on my head' (Edward Webbe . . . his Troublesome Travels (1590), ed. Edward 
Arber, 1868, pp. 30-1); the clown's part is taken by Much in Chettle and Munday's Robin Hood plays 
(1598). 

4 See Z. S. Fink, 'Jaques and the malcontent traveler', PjQ.14 (1935), 237-52; Jaques resembles the travellers 
Macilente and Carlo Buffone in Jonson's Every Man out of his Humour (1599), Bruto in Marston's Certain 
Satires (The Poems of John Marston, ed. Arnold Davenport, 1961, pp. 76-7, lines 127-56); and fits the type 
of the 'hick scorner', a scoffing and travelled libertine like the hero of the interlude of that name (1513) -
see OED Hick scorner; see also Roger Ascham, The Schoolmaster (1570), English Works, ed. W. A. Wright, 
1904, pp. 228-37; f°r the melancholy of Ajax, see R. Klibansky, E. Panofsky, and F. Saxl, Saturn and 
Melancholy, 1964, pp. 16-18; Frances A. Yates, The Occult Philosophy, 1979, p. 153; for an actor's account 
of the part, see Alan Rickman, 'Jaques in As You Like It\ in Russell Jackson and Robert Smallwood (eds.), 
Players of Shakespeare 2, 1988, pp. 73-80. 

5 See Poussin's Et in Arcadia Ego, Plate 5. 
6 Gamini Salgado (ed.), Eyewitnesses of Shakespeare, 1975, p. 165. In Chettle and Munday's The Downfall 

of Robert Earl ofHuntington (1598) Robin Hood and his men have taken a vow of chastity (3.2): it is notable 
that there are no women in Duke Senior's entourage. 
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5 Nicolas Poussin, Et in Arcadia Ego, c. 1630, Devonshire Collection, Chatsworth. The motto ('I too am in 
Arcadia') is to be imagined as an utterance by Death: it is one of Jaques' functions to remind the characters 
to remember their ends. See Erwin Panofsky, ''Et in Arcadia Ego: Poussin and the elegiac tradition', Meaning 
in the Visual Arts, 1970, pp. 340-6 
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aberration but was regarded by contemporaries as a dangerous malady. Seneca's 
account of the topic (translated by Ben Jonson) fits Jaques: 

Periculosa melancholia. - It is a dangerous thing when men's minds come to sojourn with their 
affections, and their diseases eat into their strength; that when too much desire and greediness 
of vice hath made the body unfit, or unprofitable, it is yet gladded with the sight and spectacle 
of it in others; and for want of ability to be an actor, is content to be a witness. It enjoys the 
pleasure of sinning in beholding others sin, as in dicing, drinking, drabbing, etc. Nay, when it 
cannot do all these, it is offended with his own narrowness, that excludes it from the universal 
delights of mankind, and oft times dies of a melancholy that it cannot be vicious enough.1 

Jaques may be saved at the completion of his pilgrimage from libertinism by the 
espousal of a holy way of life, but Duke Senior's stern rebukes remind us that 
melancholies were closely related both to malcontents and to dissidents like Shake
speare's Hamlet or Webster's Bosola, who insisted upon seeing the calamities that 
beset the age - plague, dearth, and political disorder - as emblems of corrupt govern
ment.2 Melancholy can have its origins as much in the social and economic conditions 
of the time as in individual psychology. 

Jaques is remembered above all for his speech on the seven ages of man (2.7.139-
66). It is for director and actor to decide whether this is the incarnation of a mature if 
pessimistic wisdom, whether his speech is a Hamlet-like memento mort, a reminder to 
the Duke that he is but dressed in a little brief authority,3 whether the speech is 
imbued with a world-view that valued life in terms of commercial worth (an old man 
is 'sans everything'),4 or whether the biting sentiments are coloured by his inability to 
find ease in company and the consequent projection of the disease of a 'fantastical 
knave' (3.4.82) onto his listeners. He may disdain his own eloquence, an interpretation 
chosen by many productions in which the malcontent munches an apple as he speaks. 
Whatever his effect, it may be felt that the entrance of good old Adam immediately 
afterwards, exhausted but scarcely 'sans everything' (2.7.166), gives the lie to his 
sardonicism. 

Pastoral 

In opposition to the scenes of court cruelty, Shakespeare sets the bulk of the play 
in the country, thus submitting comedy, romance, and satire to the decorum of 

1 Seneca, Epist., cxiv, 23-5 in Jonson, Timber or Discoveries, vm, 608; compare John Weever's 
epigram, 'What beastliness by others you have shown, / Such by yourselves 'tis thought that you 
have known' (Faunus and Melliflora, 1600); see also the important appendix, 'Seventeenth-century 
melancholy' to L. C. Knights, Drama and Society in the Age of Jonson, 1937. Knights wrote, 'In this 
world, when a humanistic philosophy was current, death appeared more terrible than in the past' 
(p. 265). 

2 Jaques gives the impression of having had, like them, a university education which did not, as it did not 
for many contemporaries, lead to preferment (see Knights, Drama and Society, pp. 268-74). 

3 See Karin Coddon, ' "Such strange desygns": madness, subjectivity, and treason in Hamlet and Eliza
bethan culture', Ren. Drama n.s. 20 (1989), 51-75. 

4 Changes in meaning of 'the theatre of the world' are plotted in Jean-Christophe Agnew, Worlds Apart: 
The Market and the Theater in Anglo-American Thought, 1550-IJ50, 1986, pp. 14-16, 55—6. 
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pastoral.1 The court is never forgotten, however, and the narrative of Jacques de Boys 
(5.4.135-50) reminds us that it was only by the miracle of meeting the 'old religious 
man' that Duke Frederick, in the manner of tragi-comedy, was diverted from his 
intention of invading the forest with a mighty power in order to put his brother to the 
sword.2 

Pastoral is established in a literal manner by the presence of the shepherds, Silvius, 
Corin, and Phoebe, who are given speeches that praise the worthy toil of country life 
and pageants that depict the joys and pangs of rustic love. But pastoral is, of course, by 
no means a naive form, not simply 'about' the natural innocence of the countryside: it 
is a species of allegory, the characters in which, shepherds and not peasants, are anti
types of landlords or the privileged.3 What perhaps distinguishes pastoral from other 
forms of lyric or narrative is that in pastoral there is always an implied comparison 
with another culture, court or city, or another kind of vocation or material production. 
This 'differance''4 may make the choice of theatrical setting particularly difficult for 
pastoral drama. However, although the play may offer a social critique (see below, 
pp. 21-5) and although few directors these days would choose to present Arden as a 
simple vision of a golden age, there is little mud and no artisanal labour in pastoral -
certainly no rural work is enacted on stage by its refined characters who, in this case, 
speak with the accents and tone of the courtiers.5 As Empson wrote, 

The essential trick of. . . pastoral, which was felt to imply a beautiful relation between rich and 
poor, was to make simple people express strong feelings (felt as the most universal subject, 
something fundamentally true about everybody) in learned and fashionable language (so that 
you wrote about the best subject in the best way). From seeing the two sorts of people combined 
like this you thought better of both; the best parts of both were used.6 

The increasing political and economic dominance of the court and the city in early 
modern England may explain why the realities of the country are seldom if ever 

1 The anonymous anthology of pastoral verse, England's Helicon, was published at about the same time as 
AYLIWSLS written; B. Loughrey (éd.), The Pastoral Mode: A Casebook, 1984, offers a useful anthology of 
Renaissance and contemporary critical texts; see also Girard, Theater of Envy, chap. 10, and Brian 
Gibbons, 'Amorous fictions and As You Like It\ in Shakespeare and Multiplicity, 1993, pp. 153-81, who 
offers a subtle reading of the play in relation to Sidney's Arcadia. 

2 In this aspect the play anticipates the miraculous endings of Shakespeare's later romances; for the theme 
oïfelix culpa, 'the achievement of joy not only through suffering but partly because of it', in Guarini's / / 
Pastor Fido (1590), see Kirsch, Jacobean Dramatic Perspectives, pp. 10-12. 

3 Examples are provided by Spenser's The Shepheardes Calender (1579), and George Wither, The Shepherds 
Hunting (1615), which was written 'during the time of the author's imprisonment in the Marshalsea' (title 
page), where the satirist was imprisoned for writing Abuses Stripped and Whipped (1613), and which begins 
with an epistle that exposes the rise and fall of courtiers. In the January Eclogue of The Shepheardes 
Calender, Colin complains that his country lass Rosalind does not love him although he is loved by another 
shepherd Hobbinol. The gloss to the poem by 'E.K.' notes that it proves that 'paederastice [is] much to 
be preferred before gynerastice, that is the love which enflameth men with lust toward woman-kind' 
(Edmund Spenser, The Shorter Poems, ed. William A. Oram et ai, 1989, p. 34). 

4 The term is from Jacques Derrida, Writing and Difference, trans. Alan Bass, 1978. 
5 The text of Preston's Clyomon and Clamydes indicates that in the play the shepherd Corin was to speak, 

as was often the case for rustic characters, in a 'Mummerset' West Country accent (Hattaway, p. 72); in 
Arthur Golding's translation of Ovid, Mercury adopts the same accent when in disguise {Metamorphoses, 
11, 869-72). 

6 William Empson, Some Versions of Pastoral, 1935, p. 17. 
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represented directly on the stage.1 The countryside is generally a fictive place of resort, 
a festive, 'green', or comic world to which characters migrate while in some state of 
unsettledness and from which they return to the city having achieved a measure of 
recognition in the course of their rustic revelling. The movement is summed up by 
Gonzalo at the end of The Tempest: 

Prospero [found] his dukedom 
In a poor isle; and all of us, ourselves, 
When no man was his own. (5.1.211-13) 

In Arden, by analogy, most find their 'selves'. Yet we have to remember that world of 
pastoral, so closely associated with 'nature', is self-authenticating: pastoral worlds, 
where 'nature' invokes a myth of political equality, serve to define those elements of 
'civilised' life which are 'unnatural', cruel, or concerned with social climbing. The 
earliest pastoral is arguably the Garden of Eden, and the rather stark world of As You 
Like It is itself infused with nostalgia for the lost paradises of the Bible and the classical 
Golden Age as described in Ovid's Metamorphoses.2 It also looks back to a less distant 
feudal world where social status depended upon kinship rather than upon wealth, a 
change that we see Orlando refusing to accept in the play's first scene. Arden is a place 
of cure and re-creation if not recreation: the forest magic associated with Rosalind3 

eventually extends as far as the court, where the usurping Duke is converted to the 
religious life so that Duke Senior can find his dukedom again and justice be restored. 

Counter-pastoral 

It is characteristic of Shakespeare, however, that he is as much concerned with 
undercutting his literary techniques as with flaunting them. The shepherd Corin 
describes not the pleasures but the labours of the country, and the play's fools, Jaques 
and Touchstone, establish a kind of reality principle, both demonstrating a sardonic 
scepticism about the satisfactions of country as opposed to pastoral life.4 Touchstone's 
discourse belongs in the humanist tradition of the paradoxical encomium, exemplified 

1 Michael Hattaway, 'Drama and society', in A. R. Braunmuller and Michael Hattaway (eds.), The Cam
bridge Companion to English Renaissance Drama, 1990, pp. 98-9. 

2 For memories in the text of a lost Eden and references to the parable of the prodigal son, see Armstrong, 
pp. 125-7; Russell Fraser, 'Shakespeare's Book of Genesis', Comparative Drama 25 (1991), 121-8; for the 
Golden Age, see 1.1.95, 2.1.5, 3 - 3 - ^ - S and nn., and, for the topic, Salingar, Shakespeare and the 
Traditions of Comedy, pp. 288-93. 

3 See Christopher Hill, The World Turned Upside Down, 1975, pp. 46-7, for the associations between forests 
and witchcraft. The 'old religious man' who converted Duke Frederick may be Rosalind's mentor, an un
named uncle (see 5.4.144 n.): in Lodge usurpation is rectified by an armed uprising; for the figure in 
general, see 'The hermit in an Elizabethan textbook of chivalry', Frances A. Yates, Astraea: The Imperial 
Theme in the Sixteenth Century, 1975, pp. 106—8. 

4 The term 'counter-pastoral' comes from Raymond Williams, The Country and the City, 1973, chap. 3. It 
is to be found from the beginning: see Theocritus, Idylls, xx, in which Eunica despises the young goatherd 
for his coarse features and foul breath; compare Nicholas Breton's The Court and the Country (1618), and 
A. Stuart Daley's important article, 'The dispraise of the country in As You Like It1, ^jQ.36 (1985), 300-
14; Renato Poggioli reads the pastoral impulse as a projective mechanism for the sublimation of civilisa
tion's discontents: see The Oaten Flute, 1975. 
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by Erasmus' Praise of Folly, and the Gargantua and Pantagruel ofFrançois Rabelais in 
which fools are used to expound upon the follies of the world.1 He deploys an intricate 
and elaborate rhetoric to make the point that the artificiality of court life is more 
'natural' than life in the country: 

CORIN And how like you this shepherd's life, Master Touchstone? 
TOUCHSTONE Truly, shepherd, in respect of itself, it is a good life; but in respect that it 

is a shepherd's life, it is naught. In respect that it is solitary, I like it very well; but in 
respect that it is private, it is a very vile life. Now in respect it is in the fields, it 
pleaseth me well; but in respect it is not in the court, it is tedious. As it is a spare life, 
look you, it fits my humour well; but as there is no more plenty in it, it goes much 
against my stomach. (3.3.1-8) 

Other lines are studded with proverbial lore: not, however, that they are folksy, since 
many of these derive ultimately from Erasmus' Adages. The ritualised scene after the 
killing of the deer (4.2) hovers exactly on the border between pastoral and counter-
pastoral, being a celebration of rustic sports deployed for the purposes of survival and 
of masculine bonding as well as offering a memory of death and pain and the decay of 
marriage into adultery.2 

Roland Barthes distinguished between the lisible and the scriptible, 'readerly' and 
'writerly' texts.3 As the above description of its generic indeterminacy reveals, As You 
Like It is a 'writerly' text; in the context of theatre, it requires of both actors and 
spectators a keen observance of style, detail, and tone in order to identify a gamut of 
meanings. These are compounded by gender indeterminacies: an original boy player, 
an apprentice actor, had to speak as a woman, as a woman dressed as a man, as a male 
playing a woman dressed as a male pretending to be a youth enacting a woman's part 
(4.1.55-157), indeed, on occasion, as himself! Even the play's title is profoundly and 
teasingly ambiguous: does its 'you' designate a distinguished patron or perhaps a 
public playhouse audience, aspiring to - or reacting against - the tastes of a theatrical 
coterie? Does it suggest handing the play over to spectators - or the players - as a text 
to be re-produced at will? Does it imply that Shakespeare disowns the form and 
content of what he produced? Does it invoke a trans-historical, trans-cultural, trans-
generic concept of pleasure, uncontaminated by social form and pressure? Does it 
refer to the play's content, the kinds of tales it tells, or to its form, the manner of its 
performance, its play of styles, its exposition of social roles, its simultaneous invoca
tion and subversion of decorum?4 Is the play sexually provocative? Precisely because 

1 See Walter Kaiser, Praisers of Folly, 1964; Rosalie L. Colie, Paradoxia Epidemica: The Renaissance 
Tradition of Paradox, 1976. 

2 It is notable that there is no mention of poaching, no reason to link the scene to the feasts of poached 
venison celebrated in legends of Robin Hood (see below, pp. 26-7). 

3 S/Z, trans. Richard Miller, 1970, pp. 3-4. 
4 For the popularity of pastoral plays in the years 1597-1600 see A. H. Thorndike, 'The pastoral element 

in the English drama before 1605', MLN14 (1899), 228-46; Samuel Daniel's Hymen's Triumph, described 
on its title page as 'a pastoral tragi-comedy', was performed at Somerset House in 1615. Hey wood's The 
Four Prentices of London, performed by the Admiral's Men in 1594, has a heroine who disguises herself as 
a page and later plays the part of a woman (Michael Shapiro, Gender in Play on the Shakespearean Stage: 
Boy Heroines and Female Pages, 1994, pp. 120-2). 
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this invoked pleasure is not embedded in any one specific context, historical, cultural, 
or aesthetic, the title problematises not only the experience of pleasure but its use, 
its relation to individual happiness and to its social functions of containment and 
subversion. 

Perhaps Rosader (Orlando) in Lodge's Rosalind can be taken to speak for under
standing onlookers as well as himself when he reflects, 'I take these follies for high 
fortunes, and hope these feigned affections do divine some unfeigned end of ensuing 
fancies.'1 

The condition of the country 

Although the play is in cheerful dialogue with dominant theatrical genres of the 
period, it also addresses contemporary civil and economic issues. England in the 1590s 
was undergoing some measure of social stress, although the political and social order 
did remain basically stable. Plagues and bad harvests were compounded by dearth 
caused by the pursuit of gain, by profit-taking by lords like Oliver cutting down on 
their households, and by landlords and usurers evicting or buying-out tenants like 
Corin from their holdings.2 There was much crying out against the death of hospitality 
and 'housekeeping', exemplified in the text by Oliver's casting out of his father's old 
servant Adam. Contemporaries often compared 'The constant service of the antique 
world' (2.3.57) w i t n t n e unemployment and vices of their own age.3 

On the part of certain landowners financial success generated a desire for upward 
mobility. In 1600 Thomas Wilson castigated the ambition of elder sons, 

not contented with their states of their fathers to be counted yeomen and called John or Robert 
(such a one) but must skip into his [sic] velvet breeches and silken doublet and, getting to be 
admitted into some Inn of Court or Chancery, must ever after think scorn to be called any other 
than gentleman; which gentlemen indeed, perceiving them unfit to do them service that their 
fathers did, when their leases do expire, turn them out of their lands.4 

Since the first-born inherited everything and younger sons had to make their own way, 
the lot of younger brothers like Orlando could worsen as they became alienated from 
their older siblings not only by wealth but by rank: in / Henry IV Falstaff leads a 

1 Rosalind, p. 83. 
2 John Walter and Keith Wrightson, 'Dearth and the social order in early modern England', in Paul Slack 

(éd.), Rebellion, Popular Protest and the Social Order in Early Modern England, 1984, pp. 108-28; Margaret 
Spufford, 'The disappearance of the small landowner', in Contrasting Communities: English Villagers in the 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, 1974, pp. 46-57; Sir Henry Lee (1530-1610), who arranged the 
Accession Day Tilts for Queen Elizabeth, was also a notorious enclosing landlord (see Yates, Astraea, pp. 
88-111, and 'Sir Henry Lee' in The Dictionary of National Biography); for the figure of a usurer who 
deprives poor farmers of their land and cattle, see Greene and Lodge's play, A Looking-Glass for London 
and England (1588), 1.3. 

3 See, for example, Anon., The English Courtier and the Country Gentleman (1586), repr. in Roxburghe 
Library, Inedited Tracts (1868), pp. 34ff; Joseph Hall, Virgidemiarum (1597), Book v, in Joseph Hall, 
Collected Poems, ed. A. Davenport, 1949, pp. 75-86; Gervase Markham (?), A Health to the Gentlemanly 
Profession of Servingman (1598); Philip Stubbes, Anatomy of Abuses (1583), ed. Frederick J. Furnivall, 

1879, P- 54-
4 The State of England Anno Dom 1600, ed. F. Fisher, 1936, p. 19. 
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company of 'discarded unjust servingmen, younger sons to younger brothers . . . the 
cankers of a calm world and a long peace' (1H4, 4.2.27-30). Not surprisingly, younger 
sons were often prominent in plays of the period - Edmund in King Lear (1605?) and 
Will Smallshanks in Barry's Ram Alley (1608?) are examples - as they had been in 
medieval romances.1 

Another cause for contemporary social and moral concern was the complaint, laid 
early in the century by Sir Thomas More, that sheep were eating up men:2 in Arden 
the forest is inhabited not by freeholders but by tenants, reduced to a subsistence level 
by tending other men's sheep. Sheep-raising was increasingly profitable for landown
ers; it generated not only wool but manure which was used to increase arable produc
tion. Inequalities were becoming greater as the wealth of the Tudor gentry steadily 
increased during the first half of the sixteenth century at the expense of customary 
tenants and the wage-dependent. By 1608, John Fletcher, in his Preface to his tragi
comedy The Faithful Shepherdess, was inclined to spurn the kind of pastoral that was 
peopled by 'country-hired shepherds, in grey cloaks, with curtailed dogs in strings, 
sometimes laughing together and sometimes killing one another; and [including] 
Whitsun-ales, cream, wassail and morris-dances'. He boasted that his shepherds 
would be 'such as all the ancient poets, and modern, of understanding, have received 
them; that is, the owners of flocks, and not hirelings'.3 Shakespeare, however, does 
give us 'hirelings' - although they scarcely speak in a rustic dialect. He also exposes the 
real economic hardships of shepherd's lives when, describing his lot to Rosalind, Corin 
spells out the dire effects of enclosure, the seizure of common land for the purposes of 
wool production: 

I am shepherd to another man, 
And do not shear the fleeces that I graze. 
My master is of churlish disposition 
And little recks to find the way to heaven 
By doing deeds of hospitality. 
Besides, his cot, his flocks, and bounds of feed 
Are now on sale, and at our sheepcote now 
By reason of his absence there is nothing 
That you will feed on. (2.4.71-9)4 

This registers the loss of an English Eden remembered, for example, in George 
Puttenham's Art of English Poésie (1589): Puttenham quotes Aristotle's Politics to the 

1 See, for example, The Tale ofGamelyn, the source of Rosalind; in 'Of Brotherly Love or Amity' Plutarch 
remarks that 'the amity of brethren [is] as rare as their hatred was in times past' (Moralia, Everyman 
Library, trans. Philemon Holland [1603], n.d., p. 209; see also Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Coleridge's 
Criticism of Shakespeare, ed. R. A. Foakes, 1989, pp. 97-8. 

2 Utopia, ed. J. Rawson Lumby, 1885, pp. 32-3 ; for a succinct account of the appropriation of arable land 
for pastoral use between 1561 and 1740 see Ann Kussmaul, A General View of the Rural Economy of 
England, 1538-1840, 1990, pp. 1-13; James R. Siemon, 'Landlord not king: agrarian change and 
interarticulation', in Burt and Archer, Enclosure Acts, pp. 17-33. 

3 The Faithful Shepherdess, p. 497; for Jonson's disdain for Guarini and Sidney, whose shepherds spoke in 
the registers of their authors, see Jonson, Conversations with Drummond, 1, 132, 134. 

+ For statistics on enclosure and patterns of farming around 1600, see D. M. Palliser, The Age of Elizabeth: 
England under the Later Tudors, 1547-1603, 1983, pp. 162-70. 


